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The problems

or

ceonomia development of the Third World

and the relevance of modem technologies in this develoJJ1lent
1neraasin~:ly

overlap \'lith ths issues of' international control

or science cmd technology.

liuolear energy represents most

clearly the complex intertwining or the above issues.

The

dawn or nuclear age coincided with the process or dooolonisation.
several newly indepanJent nations had hopad that nuclear energy
would significantly
develo proen t.

~ontr1bute

to their socio.eeonomic

Tho Indian elite, tho mora advanced among the

new ruling elites. coherently articulated theae hopea..
energy was seen as heralding a
mD.flk.ind.

n~r

epoch 1n the history or

It was believe! that the developing nations

missed the industrial revol.ution

nuclear rGVolutt.on.

nuclear

.:!Oul.d

~cb

bad

not afford to miss the

A higb.l.y optimistic scenario for the futuro

or nuolear pover 1n the Third '4orld was envisaged., Nuelear

energy develottnent 1n tho last threo deoados has largely
belied these great expectations.

By 1981, out or about the

250 nuclear pot:Jer reaotors operating around the globe, only'
7 Ql'e located in the d.evelopint; nations.
acutely asymmetric character

This indicates the

or international nuclear energy

development.
It must be noted that even in the developed countriea,

nuclear power generation baa not matched the oxpectations ot
the 1000s and oarly 1910s. The growth ot• nuc1ear energy

in

the developed eolltltries was affected by the recession resulting
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from the energy crisis and the mounting public opposition to
nuclear power.

The basic problem in the developing countries

related to the grafting or a frontier technology like nuolear

technology onto intiustrially backward societies. Moreover, the
optimistic projections for nuclear growth in the Third world
were based on a number of erroneous assumptions, and an under•

estimation of the conventional energy resources.

or

The inabUity

the developing countries to buUd nuclear programmes

m the

last three decades has led to hasty conclusions tbat nuclear
energy is irrelevant to the needs of developing countries.

Despite the earlier unrealistic scenarios for nuclear energy
development in the Third

~~~orld,

and the setbacks for nuclear

power developnent, the basic case of nuclear energy for the
Third '.Jorld remains valid.

nuclear energy

g~Jth

The relevance and urgency for

has been reinforced by the rising prices

or oU and the as yet incipient character of solar energy •
Bot-tever, a morG realistic attitude towards nuclear energy with
a tempered view of its share in the futuro energy-miX is
warranted by the past experience of nuclear power growth.
The

an~sis

of the constraints on the nuclear

technological growth in the Third iiorld explicates the
importance of a planned approach to nurturing of nuclear
technology in the Third :iorld.

In this context the relevance

of' !'ron tier technologies to the economic development of the
Third World assumes specific importance.

It is likely that

in the 1980St besides nuclear power, a number of' frontier

technologies such as spaoe, micro-electronics, telecommunications
and biotechnology would gain importance in the production processJ
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\nth a far•reachine impact.

If ti'le Third :Jorld is to benefit

from tbeae revolutionary technical changes, their decision•

or

makers would have to comprehend the eomplaxi ty

developing

frontier technologies.
In the advanced countrias, nuclear and other high

technologies were developed on a sound base of conventional
industry.

In the Third florld, the development or these

technologies will have to necessarily overlap w1 th the very
process of industrialisation and modernisation.

The absence of

an effective institutional frametorork for the developnent of

modern technolocies hampers nuclear energy growth. Since there
is no spontrmeous growth of technology in the underdeveloped
countries, the govermnen ts in these countries have the unenviable

task of building scientific institutions from a scratch.

In

the impl.emontation of this task, holfever$ the state is
undermined by the continuation of outmoded, riiid and colonial
adminiStrative structures.
and insufficient

The inadequate R & D in.frastructure

seien tific end technical manpower f'orm another

set of inhtbiting factors.

The backward industrial infra•

structure is unable to keep pace with the stringent demands
of a nuclear industry.

Coordination between the governmGntt

R & D establishments and the domestic industry is indispensib1e
for the growth

or

nuclear energy programmes.

Besides the

secular economic crisis in the Third World Which affects
economic development, the specific charaeteristios of nuclear

industry suoh as heavy front•end investmants and long lead•times
pose acute fiscal constraints on nuclear energy growtb.

Apart
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from these domestic structural factors acting against nuclear
energy, the very nature

or international nuclear technology

market severely circumscribes the technology ohoice avsUable
for developing coWltries.

For example, the small and medium

power raactors (SMPBs) 'Which are suited to the needs of
developing countries, are no longer avaUable on the inter•
national market.

Thus the task of developing nuclear energy

in tbe Tbilld ilorld. is Herculean.

Yet the Indian experience

would sug(;GSt that with an integrated plan for nuclear
tecbnology development, a number of the obstacles could be
successfully overcome.
tol1ar<iS

Such a strategy would lead not only

absol'bing nuclear teobnology but would also generate

new skills in suoh frontier areas as spaco and electronics and
in various conventional areas like precision fabrication,

metallurgy, etc.
The

ana~sis

of the growth of the nuclear fuel oyole in

Argentina, Brazu, India, Moxico, Pakistan and South I<orea

raises the question whether there is a preferred strategy for
nuclear energy development in the Third World.

The wide

variations in the socio-economic and political conditions of
the six countries would advise caution in comparing the nuclear

strategies.

In a broad sense, hovever. it could be asserted

that in terms or self-reliance and sophistication ot technological
develoJ;!Jlent, the Indian nuclear strategy was the most successful.
Dating back to the pre•independenee period, the Indian nuclear
programme emphasised nationalism and sel.t"•relianee fltom the
beginning.

At an eal"ly stage, India evolved appropriate

institutional structures

far

the growth of nuclear technology,
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developed R & D infrastructure and manpower.

Even before it

embarked on the nuclear power programme, it generated

capabilities in the various aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle.
It also seized the opportunities of the liberal international

nuclear trading climate of the late 1950s and early 1960St to
acquire nuclear skUls.

The Indian effort was to ensure the

maximisation of the use of domestic resources and minimisation
of the dependence on overseas technology. This schene was
dovatalled into the broader Indian strateror of plonnecl and
self-reliant domestic development and an independent foreign
policy.

By the turn of 1980St India was selt•reliant in all

aspeots of nuclear fuel eyelet except in uranium enrichment

and heavy water production.

While there have been significant

setbaolts in the 1970s, the achiEJVements or the Indian

programme stand out.

The moat impressltve achievement is the

ability to design and construct an entire nuclear pover reactor
indieenouely.

India is the only Third

~~orld

country which can

do so.
Like India, Argentina Gmphasised on self-reliance in its

nuclear strategy.

nut the Argentine concept of self-reliance

was not as comprehensive as the Indian concept and was there•
fore less successful in assimilating and replicating nuclear
technology.

Argentina has acquired autarlcy in uranium

production and is moving towards that goal in fuel fabrication
and heavy water production.

In reactor engineering end

construction, Arcentina bad to take resort to forming a joint

company Tt11th

·.o~est

Germany.

Through this Areentina hopes to

aequire domestic capabUity in polfer reactor construction over
the next two decades.
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Brazil's nuclear strategy was unique in its attempt to
purchase the entire nuclear fuel

st-1oop from West Germany.

cy~le

technology in one single

This grandiose strd;egy "'as attacked

in North America as opening the f'lood gates or nuclear

proliferation.

However, the BrazUian nuclear strategy ho.d

a number of serious

~ealtnessea.

It could not mobUise broad

consensual support from the Brazilian scientific oommun1t.y.

Though spaetnoular, the Brazilian attempt was not matched by
the domrastie oapabUities in R & D and manpower.

Tbe

se.f'eguards conditions on technology vere too stringent.
Compounding this, the approach of joint Garman-BrazUian
companies for every aspect of the nuclear fuel oyale, yielded

tremendous control to German nuclear industrial companies
over the Brazilian nuclear energy programme.

The German-

Brazil nuclear deal was criticiSed in the west aa giving

nuclear autarky for BrazU.

In real terms,

ho~rever,

the

doel ensures neither autonomous technological decision-making

nor growth of local nuolear skills in Brazu.
south Korea, despi.te having the largest nuclear power

programme in the Third World, has not put emphasis on self'..

rel.ianoe.

Its nuclea1· strategy aimed at a dependent, but

large nuclear power programme.
u localisation 8

or

Even the limited efforts at

nuclear skUls were sought to be done

thrOugh subsidial'y companies of larca

~4estern

multinationals.

This perhaps is 1n conformity "11th the larger polltical

reallty that South Korea ('Wllilte India, Argentina and Brazil)
is not in search of an independent role in world politics.
Probably, south Korea is content to remain as a junior
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partner in the \iestern strategic, political and economic

systems.
In Mexico, the nuclear planners could not articulate a

coherent strategy

or

nuclear power developnent.

reactors were ordered hastily,
terms

or

R & D, and manpower.

~1ithout

T"ro power

any preparation in

There was undue foreign

influence in domestic nuclear decision-making. There was
not even an elementary comprehension of' the complexities or

nuolear reactor construction in Mexico.
Nuclear develoiXDents in Pakistan took a peculiar tum
since the early 1970s..

Sinoe then the small nuclear po\-rer

programme has ran aground.

K~11PP,

the only' power reactor

has been operating intermittently since the late 1970s• and

that too at a very low capacity.

Since the first reactor

ordered 1n mid•l960a, a firm order for a second reactor is

yet to

be place:i.

This 1nebUity to run a viable nuclear

programme flies in the race or Pnkistan•s enphasis on
acquiring an enrichment plant.

The enrichment plant is being

acquired not through an open and legal transaction, but by
olendestine means.

Pakistan, in a series of undercover

operations throughout North Ameriea and western Europe, is
purehasing in a piecemeal fashion, the equipment for an

enrichment plant.

This obsessive emphasis on enrichment

appears incompatible with the strategy for a oivU nuclear
energy programme,

The nuclear power programmes in the Third t.Jorld are
still. heavily dependent on the developed countries.

In spite

of its sophisticated and suecosaful nuclear strategy, even
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India continues to be dependent on external sources in a few

crucial aroas.

For other countries, the nuclear dependence
Nuclear autarky bas proved to be

is or a greater degree.

quite elusive for the developing countries.

Nuclear tecbnology,

like many other advanced technologies, remains the preserve of
a few adVanced countries.

The developing nations, 1n demanding

modern technoloGies for economic dgvelopnent, have been unable
to aequire these vithout political conditions which are not
conducive to the growth self-reliant technological development.
The nuclear export policies of the developed ooWltries influence

the shape and structure or the nuclear fuel cycle in the Third
World. The e:xas6erated fears of nuclear veapon proliferation
provided the stimulus for a drastic transformation or the
nuclear export policies from tho mid•l.970s.

The actual

nuclear export policies, were the 1·esul.t or the complex

interaction of domestic and international factors, and

politico-strategic and

econom~c

factors.

The size and

charaeter of the domestic and international reactor and
uranium markets gave a strong export-orientation to the nuclear
industries in the exporting countries.

WhUa polit.ico•

strategic fears of nuclear proliferation inhibited nuclear
exports, politico-strategic pressures for energy security,
ooergy independence and use

or

high technology exports to

further foreign policy goals encouraged nuclear exports.
Canada and the United states eave overriding importance

to non-proliferation concerns in their nuclear export policies,

to the extent or tolerating damage to domestic nuclear industry.
They sought to revamp drastically the nature of world nuclear

sao
technological development and impose a tough nuclear non•
proliferation polloy.

Ho\>rever, in attempting to unUaterally

revise the existing norms of international nuclear relations•
in trying to reverse the accepted strategies or nuclear

development, in forcing Wlacceptable restrictions on transfer
of nuclear technology to the Third World, and in demanding the

ooceptanoe or the NP'f or fullscope safeguards as preconditions
to nuclear exports, the United states was eripple:i by the
absence or the nuclear pre-eminence it had enjoyed in 1950s

and l960s.
In the imple:r.entation of this polioy, the United States

had to compromise at various levels.

It had to

~dve

continual

concessions to •Jestern r·;urope nnd Japan, who were not convinced
with the new policy.

t4hUe restricting nuolear transfers to

Arcentina, BrazU and India, the US turned a blind eye to

nuclear proliferation potentials 1n crucial allies such as
Israel 3lld south Africa.

In Pakistan,

~here

a tough nuclear

policy was sour;bt to be implemented, it was reversed in the
name of Soviet threat from Afghanistan and the utility or

Pakistan as a

n frontline

state" against the Soviets.

There

waa widespread reaenbnent in the Third ·.·Jorld to the North
.American nuclear policies..

They t-rere seen as unreliable

nuclear partners, and a number of developing countries such
as .Argentina, BrazU and South Korea turned

a~ray

from Horth

America and looked towards '/estern Europe as a source

or

nuclear

technology •
The Heat European countries vere neither \>lUling to
jeopardise tt1eir domestic nuolear growth, nor were ready to
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forgo the benefits or nuclear expOrts,
disruption

or

energy aupplies, they were

nuclear energy domestically.
t~orld

Being vulnerable to
detOl~ined to

develop

Being dependent on the Third

for supply of raw materials and also on tbe Third World

rnarkets for exports of' industrial goods, France and West

Germany sought to use nuclear exports to developing nations
as bridges over tfhich import of raw materials and expOl't of

industrial goods could be assured.

Thererorat Franoe and

West Germany projected themselves as friends of the Tbird
'4orld in the field of nuclear relations.

does not stand sorutiny.

This claim, hoWGVar,

While willing to trade with the

developing countries in nuclear technology, France and West

Germany ensured the strictest possible international safe•
guards, and managed to acquire considerable control over the

host countries• nuelear rower programmes.

Germanyt in

particular, through the elegant articulation

or

an ersatz

philosophy of nuclear technology transfer, and through the
subtle system of joint companies, gained stranglehold over the

nucl.ear programmes or Argentina and Brazu.
The Soviet Union had a very cautious nucl.ear export
policy.

The Soviet union d.emanda:l, at the London Olub,

fullsoope safeguards or accession to llPT as preconditions to

nueloar exports.

But unlike the us and Canada, it did not

insist on these conditions in its expOrts to Third World

countries.

It

only

the London Club.

the butt

followed the consensual rules adopted at

In this way, the Soviet UD.ion avoided being

or vituperation

of the Third ·.Jorld on nuclear issues.
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On the \<thole, the evolution or the nuclear expart

policies of the developed countries hampered the growth of

independent and self...reliant nuclear programmes in the Third
World.

WhUe North America followed a policy of outright

technolot~ical

denial, Western Europe sold nucl.ear technologyt

but effeotive]Jr robbed the autonomy of nuclear decision•
making in the Third World.

The changes in the nuclear export

policies since the mid•l970s sugr.est that toohnolocioa.l
development in the Third World could be abruptly hal ted by
the

~~imsioal

ehanges in perception of the developed countries.

They also \vould imply that the relevance of modern technologies

for the Third '..Jorld and the norms of their devQlopment would

not only be determined by the developed countries, but also
that the norms can be unilaterally revised at any time by the

advanced cotmtries.

In the ease

or

nuclear teobnology• to

suit their perceptions, the developed countries changed the
very meaning of the phrase nuclear proliferation from the
spread of nuclear weapons to the diffusion of nuclear explosive
capablli ey and finall.T to mean any spread of eivU nuclear
technology •

It is also ironic that the developed countries in

the West, even as thoy seelt to abrogate or re !lege upon
binding international commitments to some developing countries

anJ restrict open and above•the•board nuelear transactions•
have allowed clandestine nuclear sales to their allies auoh
as south Africa, Israel and Pakistan.
Overarehing the individual nuclear export polioias

the supplier countries, there
nuclear non-proliferation.

is

By

or

an international regtme on

virtue of t.r.eir preponderant

influence in the formation of international regimes, the

Western countries with the active collaboration of the Soviet

Union, erected the regime on nuclear non-proliferation, Which
aots against nuclear energy developnent in the Third World.
The

the centrepiece of this regime, ttTas criticised at its

~"PT,

ineip!enee by India and others as being a discriminatory treaty.
The criticism of these countries bas been vindicated and
reinforced by the implementation of the NPT over the last
deoade.

The nuclear weapon powers violated every major

provision of the Treaty.

The limited responsibilities under-

taken by them and the limited concessions they offered to
developing nations \1ere not implemented.

The faUure of the

two review conferences of the NPT to move towards redressing
some

or

the imbalances has eroded the strength

or

the Treaty •

AlthoUBh it preceded the NPT 0 the International Atomic Energy
Agency ( IAEA) was reduced to becoming the "Nuclear Policeman"
for the NP1'.

objective

or

The Il\EA has put on the backburner its original.

promoting nuclear energy and began to empha31se

on safeguards. The undue emphasis on safeguards tman an
ot'erwelm:ing majority or the developing nations are yet to
taste the fruits of nuclear energy, makes a mockery of L\EA' s

statutory objectives.

Besides emaciating the developmental

rol.e or the IAEA, the nuclear supplier countries formal the
secretive nuclear cartel the London Club .. to restrict the
transfer of nuclear technology.

It was an attempt by the

nuclear suppliers to resolve the dU'ferences among themselves,
and to ensure that their competition for nuclear sales would
not induce spread of nuclear technology.

The London Club was

an attempt to tronscend the NPT t and a clear vio1at1on of
Article lV of the Treaty •

Under the dispensation of the London

Club, even those countries which signed the NPT were not above

auspio1on and would be denied certain technologies.

The most

recent component of the nuclear non-proliferation regime 1s
the growing corpus
the nuclear fuel

or

proposals for ninternationallsation" of

cycle~

These proposals amount to limiting

oertain components of the nuclear fuel cycle, such as
reprocessing, enrichment, and fuel fabrieetion to a few

developed countries.
The attempts by the developed countries to impose an

unjust international regime on modern technologies is the

most blatant in the case or nuclear energy, but not unique.
Similar efforts are underway 1n the regulation

or

deep seabed

mining, space, information and communieation technologies.

However, through tout the 1970s, as part of the growing collective
affirmation and the quest for a new international economic order,
the developing ooWltries have been battling tor just inter..

national regulation of technologies.

In this battle, there has

been a growlng beUef 1n the strategy of collective self-

reliance through "Economic Cooperation among Developing
Countries.. (EODC) and •tTeolmological Cooperation among

Developing countries" (TCDC).

In the nuelear field, as a

response to the international nuclear regime, there is a

trend towards nuclear cooperation among the developing
countries.

Since the m1d•l970s, the non•al.igneci movement has

been strident 1n its criticism or the nuclear regime.

The

movement was also groping towards institutional measures towards

collective political action and technological cooperation in
the nuclear arena.
An increasing nu."rlber of bilateral nuclear cooperation

agreements are being concluded among the developing countries.

Most of these agreements relate only to elementar,y research and
training.

Uowever, at the turn of 1980s, these agreements

maturad towards oxehant.e of nuclear

hardtt~are

and raw materials.

The Arcentina..Peru (1979)• BrazU-Iraq (1979) and Argentina•

Brazil (1980) nuclear cooperation agreements are indicative of
this emerging trend.

These agreements reflect the potential

role the advanced nuclear countries in the Third

~-lorld

..... India

and Argentina ... could play in tha growth or nuclear technology
in the underdevel.oped

cooperation is

\~orld.

~oncernal,

best possibility.

Insofar as regional nuolear

Latin America seems to offer the

There are of course, a number of political

and institutional hurdles for an increased regional and

international

nuc~ear

cooperation amont the developing nations.

But the emergence of such a process would be of tmmense benefit
to a number or less advanced developing nations in building
nuclear technology for economic development.
is the only means by tt7hich the Third

·~orld

This, perhaps,

could alter the

dynamics of a discriminatory nuclear non-proliferation regime,

